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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Back in nineteenth century in Europe, Women were assumed as inferior tier and 

lower than man. Some negative perspective on women have been created through 

some sources for instance in theology and philosophy. They depict women as wicked, 

sinful, not fully human being, lack of capacity, and naturally inferior group (Bhasin 

2006). 

Nelson (2016) believed that the philosopher also depict negative perception 

towards woman. Aristotle in one of Philosophers that claimed woman as naturally 

inferior. As he stated in his book Generation of Animal “Women were lack of 

Virtues”. Aristotle portrayed women is inferior to men in moral, intelligence, and 

physical appearance. Aristotle had opinion about women as the property of men and 

claimed that women‟s role in society is for reproduction and serving men in the 

household, he also seen men dominate the women. 

Varada (2015:22) stated that behind the women‟s inferiority through myth, 

theology, and philosophy there is a message where women have to preserve 

themselves in subordinate position and participate in system that oppresses them. 

Women have been participated for their own subordinate because they have been 

psychologically shaped for the idea of their own inferiority. 

Hook (2004:17-20) believed that patriarchy is a system where man dominate 

woman in every social relation. Patriarchy is an ideology that regarded man are 
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inherently dominant to woman that can be believed and acted upon by either man or 

woman, the earlier terms implied that only man who act as oppressors of woman. 

Patriarchy also regarded that woman inferiority is natural that unequal treatment 

toward woman is also natural. 

According PSW Tim (2003:28) stated that in patriarchy society, man has main 

important role because they are considared as strong, potential and productive. On the 

other hand, woman are considared as weak, lack of potentiality and not productive. 

Therefore, in some sectors for instance; economy, law, education, politic and religion 

is dominated by men. Meanwhile woman are marginalized into domestic role and 

they still under control of men in domestic role. 

Sultana (2010) stated that patriarchal society gives priority to men and to extent 

limits women‟s human rights. Therefore, patriarchy becomes the obstacle for 

woman‟s in developing their career. The space of men in society which wider than 

women make them easier to determine and reach their future. Meanwhile, women 

have the restriction and the rule of culture that curbs their way to involved in society. 

Moreover, gender discrimination arisen due to position of women that regarded as 

inferior. 

Wafiroh (2016) stated that one of gender discrimination in traditional society that 

still embraces patriarchal ideology is the discrimination for daughter to get access of 

education. Parents treat their daughter differently with son, they prefer son to get 

education. Meanwhile, daughter is the second priority. Because they thought that 
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women will becaome a houswife and mother who need to take care their children or 

their household in the future. 

From the statement above it can be seen that patriarchy put women  in 

disadvantaging situation. Women had been struggled to fight against patriarchy and 

gender discrimination since a long time ago. Therefore, women creates a movement 

which is called feminism. Feminism has some points where women should have the 

equal right as men have. 

In the holy Al-Qur‟an there is verse which describe and explain about example of 

feminism that is Q.S An-Nisa: 32 

                             

                           

    

 
The meaning: 

And do not be envious of what God has given you more than any of the others. 

(For) for men there is a portion of what they seek, and for women (also) there is 

a portion of what they seek, and ask Allah for some of His gifts. Allah is Knowing 

of all things. 

 The development of feminist consciousness is traditionally placed in the 

nineteenth century when historians began to trace earlier developments of feminism 

which had taken place at different stages over hundreds of years. Lerner (1993:14) 

believes that feminism must be perceived as not a unitary concept but as a term that 

covers diverse and multi-faceted ideas, theories and actions. Some feminists 
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attempted to make feminism much older than the rise of feminism as a movement in 

the late 1800s. Martin (1994:145-146) stated that women who had engaged in 

women‟s issues before the 1900s reflected a proto feminist consciousness of 

prophetic judgments and condemnations of the injustice afflicted upon women. This 

consciousness was, however, not yet defined as feminist consciousness. Therefore, 

one has to concentrate on common characteristics of the many different types of 

feminism such as the call for changes in the social, economic, political, theological 

and cultural realms. 

Botting & Houser (2006:265-278) defined that feminism can be challenging but it 

broadly includes women and men who act, speak and write about women's issues, 

rights and social injustice. Widely, feminists are concerned with issues like gender 

differences and equality for women. They all share one thing in common: the 

liberation of all women from oppression and discrimination. 

Hooks (2008:8-9) define that “Feminism is a movement to end sexism, sexist 

exploitation, and oppression.” She added feminism is not about being anti-male and 

this addition explained that the problem is sexism and not being anti-male. And that 

clarity helps us remember that all of us, female and male, have been socialized from 

birth on to accept sexist thought and action. As a consequence, females can be just as 

sexist as men. 

Concerning feminism, woman take the resistant way to rise them pride and their 

rightful authority. Resistance maybe sometimes utterly destructive and anti-social. At 

least that is a theoretical possibility. But mostly resistance will be, as other social 
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activities, productive, or, at least, both tearing down some things in society while 

creating new. Many authors wrote the novel about women struggle. The writer inserts 

some of feminist ideas in novel to criticize the unequal treatment that women get 

from society. The imaginative ways that writer use in depicting women‟s live can 

make people aware and angry about the problem that her face. 

A Golden Web is a novel by Barbara Quick and published in 2010, the novel tells 

about a women that struggles to reach her dream in patriarchal society. The main 

charater named Alessandra Giliani. Alessandra portrayed as a women who aware of 

the circumstance of women in society, instead of being submissive to the system that 

insists the women should obey the rule in society. She attempted to make her own 

decision to act like her wish. Based on the explanation above, the researcher 

interested in finding out Alessandra‟s Resistance to Patriarchal Ideology in A Golden 

Web novel. The researcher scrutinize some of the efforts from the main character that 

struggle in patriarchal society using feminism approach. 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background above, the researcher will focus formulate problem 

statement about:  

1. How is the main character described in the novel? 

2. How is the resistance of the main character to patriarchal ideology? 
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C. Research Objective 

Based on the research question above, the researcher will be aimed that this 

research to describe the characteristic and resistance of the main character to 

patriarchal ideology in A Golden Web Novel. 

D. Research Significance 

In sociology, patriarchal is a social system in which males hold primary power 

and predominate in roles of political leadership, moral authority, social privilege and 

control of property. In Indonesia, some people embrace patriarchal system in some 

place, so the researcher hope that the result of this research will give some useful 

information for student of literature, society and others who want to know more about 

literature, especially for himself. 

The researcher hope this research can increase reader‟s knowledge about 

feminism in patriarchal ideology, especially in A Golden Web novel. Furthemore, it 

also can be used as the reference for further research. 

E. Research Scope 

The scope of this research is limited to the character analyze of Alessandra 

Stackhouse Character through her ambition based on the novel A Golden Web by 

Barbara Quick by using a feminist theory by Bashin and Khan. The description of the 

character shows her ability that can recognize someone‟s mind to get what she wants 

and it makes the novel interesting to analyze. 
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 The researcher knows that there are some aspects that might be analyzed in the 

literary work, but in this research the researcher just intends to analyze patriarchal 

ideology in the novel ”A Golden Web”. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Previous Studies 

The researcher will provide some previous findings, which relate to relevant study 

as follows: 

Saranga (2014), in her thesis entitled “Gender inequality in Barbara Quick‟s “A 

Golden Web” analyze the whole character using theory gender inequality by Armatya 

Sens. This thesis focused on analyses seven type of gender inequality. As the result, 

of this analysis described that there are five gender inequality have been found by 

writer. They are morality inequality, basic facility, special opportunity inequality, 

professional inequality, and household inequality. Those gender inequalities are fallen 

by main character. 

Fitriani (2017), in her thesis entitled “The analysis of Phrasal Verbs in A Golden 

Web by Barbara Quick”. This research aimed to find the types of phrasal verb that use 

in the novel “A Golden Web” written by Barbara Quick and to analyze the type that 

mostly used in the novel. The results of the research that are 162 phrasal verbs and 

four types of phrasal verb found in the novel. Of four types of phrasal verb, the most 

dominant type that used in the novel is type 1 which has pattern verb + adverb and 

the percentage of use is 55%. 

Based on the previous finding it can be seen that this research is different from 

others. In this research, the researcher use feminist theory to analyze the data and use 

the same novel “A Golden Web” but it is in different approach. This thesis will be 
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analyzed by using feminism approach in order to understand and explain about the 

main character which described the relation of feminism and her resistance to 

patriarchal ideology. The researcher focus on one character only, Alessandra Gilliani, 

a woman who struggles to seize her dream in patriarchal society. Feminism approach 

that used in this thesis is Feminism awareness, and women‟s right for education in 

Feminism. 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Novel 

a. Definition of Novel 

      Halim (2002) stated that novel is kind of literary work where it is created through 

the imagination and thought of author. Novel is a long work of narrative prose fiction 

dealing with character‟s situation and setting that imitate of real life. The word novel 

is derived from Italian „novella‟ taking to taking to franc‟s word new and small. It 

refers to a picture of real life manner where it apply in newly made story taking place 

in recent time and not a traditional place long ago, novel is the story of human life 

dimension in interpreting of the essential life. 

      Halim (2002) believed that in the novel the author try to convey, deliver their 

feelings though, experience, idea, and they make it becomes magnificent and 

interesting to read. Novel usually illustrated about human life such as circumstance of 

social and politics, marriage of struggle for reaching better respect and honor from 

the society. But some of it also illustrates about the author of himself. Novels are 

particularly having deal with passage of life of character. It similar to what Kennedy 
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(1983:55) says “a favorite subject of novelist is the growth of character from 

childhood to maturity”. The story of novel is created by author‟s mind, feeling, and 

imagination. 

b. Types of Novel 

      There are many different reconstruction of novel. Kennedy (1983:75) mentioned 

that there are of the main genres novel, namely: 

1) Historical novel is a detailed reconstruction of life in another time, 

perhaps in another place. In some historical novels, the author attempt 

a faithful picture of daily life in another area. 

2) Apprenticeship novels refer to depiction of growth and development. 

An apprenticeship is kind of novel in which a youth struggle toward 

maturity, seeking, probably, some consistent world view or philosophy 

of life. 

3) Picaresque novels are a novel that is told in a series of episodes rather 

than in one all unifying plot and it narrated in person. 

c. The Element of Novel. 

      (Halim,2002) stated that elements of novel divided into two main categories. One 

of them is extrinsic elements, extrinsic element that building up the work from 

outside of the work in these element literary work should be seen in the relation to the 

other discipline such as sociology, anthropology, psychology. 
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2. Character  

a. Character and Characterization 

Character and characterization have different meaning. Character is someone in a 

literary work who has some sort of identity, identity which is made by appearance, 

conversation, and action. Meanwhile, characterization is the way in which a character 

is created. Character is shown as acting in the drama or movie. Sometimes, the author 

conveys message through character in their acting. Robert Stanton (1971:20) states 

the process by which an author creates and the character is called characterization. 

Beside that, the author wants to show tensions within characters and therefore show 

their acting in contrary ways. 

Character is one of intrinsic element in fiction. There are some definitions of 

character. According to M.H Abrams (1999:32), characters are the persons 

represented in a dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by the reader as 

being endowed with particular moral, intellectual, and emotional qualities by 

inferences from what the persons say and their distinctive ways of saying it (the 

dialogue) and from what they do (the action). 

Hall (2001:109) stated that character is “what the reader is interested in”. It is 

through characters that he leads the extracurricular, imaginary and substitute life that 

is fiction's gift, and it is through the adventures, antics and predicaments of the 

characters that he may learn lessons that pertain to the conduct of his own life. Based 
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on these definitions, it can be concluded that character is person that created for 

literary work that attracts the reader and it has the important role in literary work and 

has important role to make the story become more interesting and alive. As a concrete 

noun, the word „character‟ refers to a person or animal and thing, but as an abstract 

noun, it refers to the attitude belongs to or something that being personified. 

Character is similar with the people of thin in a life. It is with Kennedy (1983:96) 

Character in fiction is obviously relevant to us and to our experience if he or like 

ourselves or like others whom we know. Life likeness then is properly leaner stood as 

one from relevance. A character is relevant if there are a lot of people like him or her 

in real world. 

The way that researcher present and reveal character is called characterization. 

Characterization also can be defined as what the author does to bring a character life, 

to provide the reader with a sense of that characters personality. Author can 

characterize or develop the character directly and indirectly. In direct characterization 

consists of the writer who telling the reader directs statements about the character‟s 

personality and what the character is like. Meanwhile, in indirect characterization the 

writer reveal the reader about information of character and personality through the 

character thoughts, words and actions in the story, It also often involves the use of 

external details, such as dress, mannerisms, movements, speech and speech patterns, 

appearances, and so forth. 
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b. Types Character 

      Character can be divided into three types, they are: 

1) Major or central character. This character is a character performing 

the main story so it is commonly becomes the focus of theme. Central 

or major character consist of protagonist and antagonist character 

2) Minor of peripheral character namely a character that supporting the 

major character, so its presence becomes so important. 

3) Figurative character that is character which also support the major 

mirror character but frequency and insolvent in the plot not the same 

as mirror character it is called caricature. 

3. Plot 

      The plot of novel is the narrative and thematic development of the story, which 

happen and what these events meant. There are several type of plots. An episodic plot 

features distinct episodes that are related to one another but that can also be read 

individually, almost as stories by themselves. Most novels involve more complex 

plots. In which the story builds on itself so that each episode evolves out of a 

previous one and producers another one. Some plots are based less on the physical 

action of events than one the emotional reactions of character and their efforts to 

communicate their feelings to others. In addition, some novelist experiment with plot, 

interrupting the main story with subplots, moving back and forth in time, or emerging 

fact with fiction. 
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4. Setting 

      Setting is the place, time, and atmosphere of story. Background of the location or 

place maybe tells where the story take place a certain or specific name. Besides, 

background of time correlated with the problem of “when” the events take place. 

      Rene and Austin (1982:131) concerned with the places where the story was 

happened. Setting refers to biographical location of the story, time period, daily 

lifestyle of the character and climate of the story. 

      The setting is extremely important to a story that can have immense effects the 

plot and the characters. Furthermore, it can also appear as the atmosphere of a story. 

5. Theme 

      Theme is the problem issue contained in a novel or other literary work. According 

to Moelina (1990:921) believed that theme is the subject matter or the basic story it 

used as the basic of fabricated and changed the rhyme. Theme are divided into two 

types, as follow: 

a. Major theme is the principal meaning of the story in the basis or the 

basis of the general idea of a literary work 

b. Minor theme is the meaning contained in certain part of the story can 

be defined as meaning part or extra meaning. 

      The theme of a literary work is always concerned with the meaning of life. The 

author offers specific meaning of life, invites the reader to see, feel and appreciate the 

meaning of life. 
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C. Resistance Theory 

According Muslimin (2015) literally resistance is "resistance or opposition". 

Derived from English, namely resist. In this case is that all actions that reject or 

oppose whether formal or non-formal if they do not approve of what has been done 

can be said to be resistance. Resistance to government means opposition or resistance 

to government policies. 

People's resistance according to Scott can be divided into two categories, namely 

resistance caused by direct causes and indirect causes. People's resistance due to 

direct causes such as oppression, threats, pressure, coercion by landlords, 

government, capital owners or other parties. Resistance which is indirectly carried out 

through clandestine resistance, clandestine resistance achieves greater results than 

overt resistance (Saputra, 2013). Resistance in sociology is a resistance which is 

carried out openly or quietly over policies and activities carried out in a party within 

the community. 

Foucault (in Suriadi's book, 2012) offers the concept of power and resistance 

(resistance). The thought of power from Foucault gained an empirical place through 

the study of James Scott (2012), that understanding power must be spread out not 

only in the form of authority. Likewise, how to understand conflict no longer has to 

frontal meeting two forces directly, but resistance (resistance) can be done by anyone 

in various forms, both symbolically and avoiding. Spread power and increasingly 
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indirect conflict and increasingly refined resistance make resistance more cultural. 

Foucalut, sees power as a whole structure that suppresses and encourages other 

actions through stimulation, persuasion or also through coercion and prohibition. 

Power does not come from top to bottom, but spread everywhere both to individuals, 

organizations or institutions. Therefore, the spread of power gives space to weak 

communities to resist with strategies built on their own context. 

Anwar Holif (in the book Suriadi, 2012) identified Faucoult's resistance as having 

a spirit that was in accordance with diverse contexts and characteristics. Resistance 

can be in the form of two contradictory strategic movements, namely rebellion while 

the others isolate themselves. Because human beings are the subject of power, every 

human being will make resistance to other powers, not necessarily face to face. Study 

of Sociology History conducted by Nancy on forestry in Java shows that the 

resistance patterns on the edge of teak forests. Starting from stealing forests, ganging 

up on foresters, naked women stealing teak in the river, and the Samin movement 

sleeping on the ground being measured, speaking in riddles and refusing to follow 

village rituals. 

The above studies show us that weak communities are able to resist in their way 

and their social context not only against weakened power but rather from strong 

power. This is due to the symptoms of resistance not to see power only as an 

authority from top to bottom, but power is in everyone, just how to optimize that 

power for oneself. 
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According to Scott there are several forms of resistance, namely: 

a. Closed resistance (symbolic or ideological), namely gossip, slander, 

rejection of categories imposed on society, and the withdrawal of respect for 

the authorities. 

b. Semi-open resistance (social protest or demonstration) 

c. Open resistance, is a form of organized, systematic and principled 

resistance. Manifestations used in resistance are violent (violent) methods 

such as slapping, knocking, spitting, throwing, yelling, cursing, insulting, 

yelling, ostracizing, glaring, sneering, and looking threateningly. 

Tri (2011) stated the approach to local level research and its forms may be 

valuable in understanding the dynamics of development. Daily resistance and its form 

are symptoms that occur around us, which are sometimes often forgotten that 

resistance or rejection of a thing does not have to be open, because it is unconsciously 

we fight silently. 

D. Patriarchy as an Ideology 

Patriarchy is “a social system where the male acts as the primary authority figure 

central to social organization, and where fathers hold authority over women, children, 

and property” (Fedwa : 20017). The site also defines patriarchy as referring to social 

systems in which the power is primarily held by adult men. These two definitions 

give a meaning that patriarchy implies the institutions of male rule and privilege, and 
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also produces female subordination. It also says that many patriarchal societies are 

mostly patrilineal which means that property and title are inherited by the male 

lineage. 

More neutral than the site above, Lerner (1987:8) defined that it as “a historic 

creation formed by men and women in a process which took nearly 2500 years to its 

completion.” He also added that in its earliest form patriarchy appeared as the archaic 

state in which the basic unit of its organization was the patriarchal family, which both 

expressed and constantly generated its rules and values.  

There are two important notions that defines patriarchy as an ideology. Those two 

important notions which come of patriarchy are male domination and female 

inferiority. This binary opposition becomes important because two of them are the 

grounded standing point that defines all men-women relationship. In line with it, 

Hooks (2000: 9) also stated that males as a group have and do benefit the most from 

patriarchy, from the assumption that they are superior to females and should rule over 

us (women). However, she added that those benefits have come with a price. In return 

for all the goodies men receive from patriarchy, they are required to dominate 

women, to exploit and oppress us (women), using violence if they must to keep 

patriarchy intact. 

In order to keep the males world running, they (patriarchy and males) are going to 

need each other for a very long time. The conclusion, it can be inferred that patriarchy 

will become an ideology, especially males‟ ideology that will be inherited through 
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times to times, generation to generation across gender. Here, the females become the 

main victim of this inherited ideology. 

In the correlation to the patriarchy as an ideology, Pam Morris (1993:4-5) defined 

„ideology‟ into two definitions. Firstly, ideology can refer to a consciously held 

system of beliefs which people knowingly choose or reject, such as competitive 

individualism, communism or any religions. Secondly, ideology is used to refer to the 

way we perceive „reality‟. Finally, in this second term that „ideology‟ is used here in 

the context of patriarchal ideology. 

The understanding of the second term of „ideology‟ also rests on the researcher 

enter the cultural life of our society (as researcher acquire language and interact with 

others) researcher absorb and assume its ways of seeing. The researcher are drawn 

imperceptibly into a complex network of values, assumptions and expectations which 

are always already there prior to us and so seem natural, just the way things are. Here, 

a great deal of feminist study is concerned with patriarchal ideology in the second 

sense, that is with ways in which women‟s subordination is naturalized, made to seem 

just the way things are (Morris, 1993: 4-5). 

Here, there is a belief which is produced by patriarchy as an ideology. Feminists 

believe as the major core which contributes to existed patriarchal ideology. This 

belief is then called biological essentialism. 

Biological Essentialism has been clearly said that women have suffered from a 

long tradition of what is generally called as „biological essentialism‟. Morris through 

her book defines it as “the belief that a woman‟s „nature‟ is an inevitable consequence 
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of her reproductive roles.” This belief implied that what is natural or essential cannot 

be changed in the way that social attributes of character can. Therefore, if biology 

were actually to render women more submissive and less adventurous than men there 

would be little that anyone could do about it (Morris, 1993: 1-2). 

Further, Morris (1993: 94)also added that biological essentialism has been “the 

“bedrock” of most traditional thinking about women, used both to denigrate and to 

idealize them, but always to justify the existing status quo of power structures. 

Feminine attributes naturalized as biology become destiny: what is inborn must be 

borne since it cannot be changed. 

This kind of essentialist or deterministic argument has been used throughout 

history and across societies to justify women‟s subordination, even though what are 

considered to be essentially „feminine‟ characteristics vary from culture to culture. 

For this reason feminists use the terms „femininity‟ and „masculinity‟ to refer to 

acquired cultural gender identity, even though for most of us this social and 

subjective sense of self is constructed so early in our (women) lives as to seem 

naturally coterminous with our sex (Morris, 1993: 1-2). 

From the description above, it can be concluded that biological essentialism as a 

belief produced by patriarchy has become the core of all discrimination towards 

women. It also can be inferred that biological essentialism becomes an ideology that 

thinks out the notions of sexual oppression, gender discrimination and feminine roles 

issues in the society. It is men and their patriarchal system that supports biological 

essentialism to oppress and discriminate women. 
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E. Feminism 
 

Bashin and Khan (1986:1) states that the unequal treatment that happend to every 

women has been occured since a long time ago, people who thought that women 

being treated unfair, they create the ideology in order to firght against the unfair 

treatment or disadvatages situation to liberate women, they called it feminism. 

Feminism is consiousness from theadverse treatment such as oppression, and 

explanation that occurs to women in some aspects of life, including with doing a 

movement to change that situation. 

“Feminism is an awarness of patriarchal control, exploitation and 

oppression at the material and ideological levels of women‟s labor, 

fertility and sexuality, in the family, atthe place work and in society 

in general, and conscious action by women and men to transform 

the present situation.” 

 

     Osborn (2001:8) stated in book pocket essential ideas define feminism as a way of 

looking at the world, which women occupy from the perspective of women. It has its 

central focus on the concept of pariarchy, which can be described as a system of male 

authority, which oppresses women through its social, political and economic 

institutions. 

     Feminist is concepts, studies, and social movement that has purpose on changing 

the subordinate status of women in society that prioritiez the male perspective. People 

who put the interest of men over women‟s interests is the definition of patriarchal 

society. 
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     Ratna (2013:184) believed that feminist is a movement based on the idea of the 

effort to raise awarness of the inequality and oppression of women in society, as well 

as the conscious actions commited by both men and women to change the situation. 

The purpose of feminist is the reach the equality in gender interrelation. In the wide 

term means the feminism is a women movement that refuse to everything that 

marginalized, subordinate by the dominant culture (patriarchy) in some sectors like 

politic, economy, and social. Equality in feminism can be defined as a state or 

condition of being the same, especially in terms of social status or political right. 

     Women often did not aware of the system that oppressed them, therefore they 

should raise their consciousness. Feminism can be defined “a movement to erase and 

exism, sexist, exploitation and oppression”, it emphasized that feminist in the most 

basic level, predicated some upon awarness of discrimination based on gender. Based 

on the definition, the construct of feminist consciousness would include any traits, 

values and attitude that held by an individual that acknowledges the existence of 

sexist dicrimination and its power as an inevetiable and damaging aspect of all 

women‟s live. 

     Hook (2000:7-8) stated before women could change patriarchy, they should 

change their self and they should rise their consciousness. They should aware of that 

they are being discriminate, exploited, and victimized by sexism. Moreover, women 

must learn about patriarchy that oppresses them how it becomes standardized and 

how it become exist. Through the consciousness, they gain their strength to fight 
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patriarchy. It can be inferred that women should have consciousness to fight 

patriarchy and discrimination toward women. 

     Ann B (2012:63) believed that in traditional society before feminism arises, 

women were considered as weak intellectually, this concept has been used as social 

construction in society. Based on this concept, society is divided into two parts: 

private and public world, the private world implied that women should stay at home, 

they were prohibited to work and learn, and they are just educated that suitable with 

society claimed as their nature such as sewing, nursing and painting. The sole role for 

them is in marriage. The public worlds implied that men are more potential in 

intellectually. So they were allowed to get education such as mathematics, scientist, 

and etc.  

     Feminism grow rapidly around 1960‟s in America had widespread impact. This 

movement make people aware the inferior position of women. The impact of this 

movement can also be felt in the field of literature. Women began to realize that in 

the works literature there is an imbalance regarding the view of human in the 

characters. This is what eventually led to what is called Feminist literary criticism. In 

history, Feminism literary criticism arises to go against misogyny (negative attitudes 

toward women) in various kinds of source that describes women as inferior or lesser 

creatures. Feminists states about these disagreements toward the statement that 

degraded women capacity. 
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     Wollstonecraft (1792:92) denied that women are naturally inferior in rational 

capacity. She believes that women as well as men have the rational capacity. Thus 

that society should treat women and men same in education. She states that women 

has right to achieve education and expend their intellectual capability and morality. 

     Mills in Okin (2016:108) wrote about the idea of women‟s right for education and 

he also denied some of the statements who degraded women. In subjection of women 

Mills states that he against the opinion about women which states that women are 

naturally inferior, less rational. He states that those opinion is not base on the valid 

evidence and probably wrong. Meanwhile, in subject of marriage Mills also write 

about his disagreement that women had the different intellectual capacity with men, 

he denied the dogmatism which states about women and men are naturally have the 

differences of intellectual capacity. He argues that women and men have some 

potential, and women should be given the same opportunity as men have in 

government, science and education. 

     Woolf in a Room of Ones‟s Own (1929:52) states about her rejection of 

patriarchy, Woolf argues that the male dominated ideas of the patriarchal society 

prevented women from realizing their creativity and true potential. Woolf argues that 

women have the right to develop their potential and they also have the right to get 

education. She states if women are given access to education equal to men in a 

system tat viewed both sexes as equals, they can lead lives in which they are fee and 

able to truly be themselves. 
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     Jonathan (1983:55-60) states that feminist literary criticism is an approach that is 

used to reveal many subordination and oppression of women. In this context, feminist 

theory is expected to reveal the veil that covers the certain message inside he literary 

works and reclaim the opinions in literature both reflects and shapes stereotypes and 

other cultural assumptions. Thus, feminist literary criticism examines how works of 

literature embody patriarchal attitudes or undercut them, sometimes both happening 

within the same work. 

     Based on the explanation above feminist literary aims to reinterpret literature from 

a female point of view. This accomplished in several ways. Some feminist critics seek 

to interpret the works of male authors, with particular attention to women characters, 

in order to explore the moral, political and social restrictions women traditionally 

faced. Other feminist critics choose to analyze the works of women authors that have 

been previously overlooked by male critics. The objective of feminist literary 

criticism is to give a critical respond towards the opinion manifested in literary works 

which is given b its culture. Thus, it is questioning the relation between text, power 

and sexuality reveals in text. 

     Moreover, feminist literary criticism has been very successful especially in 

reclaiming the lost literary women and in documenting the sources. In this respect, 

feminist criticism has successfully directed attention to the female intellectual 

tradition. Many early works on women writers before the 1960s usually focus on the 

female literary tradition. Here it is necessary to point out the difference between 
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“female” and “feminist” positions and in literary studies. According to Moi 

(1986:204), feminist criticism a specific kind f political discourse, a critical and 

theoretical practiced committed to the struggle against patriarchy and sexism. 

      In addition, “feminist criticism is a political act whose aim is not simply to 

interpret the word but to change it by changing the consciousness of those who read 

and their relation to what they read. The first act of a feminist critic is to become a 

resisting rather than an assenting reader and by this refusal to assent, to begin the 

process of exorcizing the male mind that has been implanted in us. 

     On the ideological level, the reader seeks to learn not accept the hegemonic 

perspective of the male and refuses to be co-opted b a gender-bias criticism. Gender 

is largely a cultural construct, as are the stereotypes that go along with it: that the 

male is active, dominating, and rational, whereas as the female is passive, submissive, 

and emotional. 

F. Synopsis of the Novel 

The researcher acquire the synopsis by using internet and reading the novel. This 

synopsis was made by Becca Taylor‟s review on april 3
th

 2010. 

A Golden Web tells the inspiring story of Alessandra Giliani, a 14
th

 Century 

Italian girl reputed to be the first female anatomist. Alessandra, like many young girls 

of her time, is expected to obey her elders, act a certain way, and submit to an 

advantageous marriage arranged by her family. Unlike her contemporaries, she has a 
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keen intellect, curious mind, and fiery spirit. She recognize the gift inherent in her 

intelligence and yearns to do more with her life than is expected of her.  

Although Alessandra is surrounded by a doting father and loving siblings, her 

stepmother arranges to send her away to a convent for a year prior to her marriage. 

Alessandra manages to escape the convent and sets out on a daring adventurepursuing 

her dream to become a scholar of medicine. Her path is filled with intrigue and 

danger, for during her time a woman who dares too much is often persecuted as a 

witch.  

Barbara Quick has woven a wonderfully engaging imagining of Alessandra's life 

and times. The characters are rich and the settings beautifully detailed. I found myself 

immersed in Alessandra's world, eagerly anticipating how her story would unfold. 

Quick has created a lovely story that will inspire young and old women alike to 

pursue their dreams unapologetically.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Research Method 

The method that use in this research is descriptive qualitative. According to Berg 

(2009:101) states that qualitative research is research that refers to the meaning, 

concepts, definition, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and description of things. 

Qualitative research is a research approach that reveals a particular social situation, 

by describing reality correctly, that formed by words based on the relevant data 

collection techniques, this research also supported with descriptive analysis which is 

done by describing and analyzing the data. 

B. Research Object 

Based on the research question, this research aim to reveal the resistance to 

patriarchal ideology of the main character, using feminism approach in novel A 

Golden Web by Barbara Quick. 

C. Instrument of the Research 

Instrument of research can be defined as tools or means that is to obtain data or 

information which needed in research. In this research the instrument of research is 

subject of research through reading the novel A Golden Web repeatedly and 

analyzing the main character using the feminist theory. 
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D. Data Collection Procedure 

The procedure of collecting data that used by the researcher: 

a. The writer will read the novel carefully. Through this way, the researcher 

will analyze the element on as the primary data. 

b. The writer will collect and read some related literature of supports the 

object that analyzed. This way used to find out the secondary data in 

order to get a complex data in this research. 

E. Techniques of Data Analysis 

Technique of data analysis can defined as the processing of data collected by 

using various ways including statistical or non statistical that used in study. In this 

research, the researcher will use feminist theory to analyze the data and use novel “A 

Golden Web” to understand and explain how the main character described related to 

feminist theory. The researcher will conduct some steps such as reading the novel 

carefully, classifying the data, giving some notes related data, and analyzing the data 

to support the data, the writer found the related data from various sources. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Findings 

1. The Characterization of The Main Character  

a) Physical Appearances 

Character is one of the important elements in story. The main character is the 

character that becomes the central in a story. In A Golden Web the main character is 

Alessandra Gilliani, She is a smart girl who lives in patriarchal era, when the 

subordination and patriarchal system still dominant. The researcher analyze the main 

character by her appearance, action and thought, in order to know more deeply the 

character in the story. 

Alessandra is a beautiful girl, her beauty resembles her mother, especially for the 

eyes. According to her sister her eyes look like her mother who has almond shape, 

and the appearance of her mother can be described by painting of her mother. 

 “…form the almond-shaped to the startled brow and the slightly lips that 

seemed about to speak 

“You look like her, Zan-Zan, “ said Pierna, gazing up in to her sister‟s 

widest, unmistakably almod-shaped brown eyes.” (Quick2010,20) 

Alessandra showed the painting of their mother to her sister, from the painting 

her sister admitted that Alessandra resembled their mother. She inherited her 

mother‟s beauty. Her eyes is like almond shaped eyes started brows and slightly 

parted lips seemed about to speak. 
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Beside beautiful, she is also dressed up herself beautifully. She always wears 

gown. Her step mother insists her to become graceful woman, so she must wear dress 

and behave like a graceful girl. 

“She is going to kill you when she sees the wreck you‟ve made of your 

gown!” said Nicco as he pushed her gently away. 

Nicco tousled his sister‟s hair. “You‟re as hopeless a well-behaved girl as I 

am a scholar. Which reminds me…!” (Quick 2010,7) 

From the quotation above we can see that Alessandra wear gown when she was 

at home. Her brother reminded her that their step mother may get mad if she knew the 

gown was messes up. From that quotation we know that her mother wanted  

Alessandra to behave like a graceful girl. 

As a girl her behavior is not graceful like a common girl. It‟s shown from the 

beginning of the story. When Alessandra comes to help her brother to studying, her 

appearance is mess up. Her gown is dirty with mud because she chases a pig. 

“….And no sooner did Nicco think of his sister than she appeared in the 

doorway, a curly hair shrimp of a girl with her green velvet gown all 

spattered in mud “ (Quick2010, 5)  

“I trampled his turnips, quite by accident, while trying to catch the new 

piglet that had wandered off—and now I‟ve ruined my gown, and Mother is 

surely going to kill me.”(Quick 2010,6) 

Moreover, she also has hobby like a boy, not like a common girl who stay at 

home. She liked to wander of the forest and learn how to ride the horse with her 

brother Nicco. Moreover, she always wears her brother‟s clothes while she rides the 

horse. Her mother never allows her to ride the horse, but she insisted. 
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“It seemed to Alessandra that Ursula had loosened her hold on her or, 

much to her delight, had somehow forgotten about her. She grew enough 

that year to ride the little gelding kept by Carlo‟s groom. She never learned 

to ride as well as Nicco—but, still, she learned to ride well enough and wear 

her brother‟s clothes with such confidence that the neighbors—always alert 

to anything new—took her for an apprentice or cousin or some other young 

male hanger-on at the Gilianis” (Quick 2010, 52) 

Even though she must learn secretly by disguised as man, but she didn't give up 

learning until she could ride a horse. Sometimes her neighbor assumed that she is a 

boy. 

b) Physiological Appearances 

Alessandra is a caring person. She always cares to her brother and sister. She 

always helps her older brother. Whenever her brother gets trouble with his study she 

helps him. 

“Alessandra turned away from him to examine the book that stood open on 

its stand. “oh, I parsed this out last harvest season. Look, let‟s just go over it 

so that you can at least do a passable job when he comes back, and I‟ll see if 

I can find an excuse to stay close by, so that I can help you out with a 

whispered answer, if need be. Did you know that he‟s deaf in the leaf 

ear?“(Quick 2010,7) 

The text above tells about Alessandra who helped Nicco to study. He must 

master his subject before the teacher came. Alessandra help Nicco to translate the 

subject and when Nicco couldn‟t answer the question, she would stand beside Nicco 

to whisper the answer. 

She is also a responsible person. When her little brother wanders off outside 

house without her baby sitter Emilia, she takes the responsibility to keep Dodo. 
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“The two years old was all smiles at the success of the journey he‟d taken 

on his own .he sturdy his little arms around his sister‟s neck, crowing his 

own version of her name: ZanZan.”  

“madame our stepmother will be livid if she finds out he‟s wandered off on 

his own again, was it you supposed to be watching him?”  

“Emilia-but never mind” (Quick 2010, 9) 

The text above tells about how responsible Alessandra as a sister. She knew that 

her mother would be angry if she knew that Dodo wandered off without Emillia 

taking care of him, and Nicco ask her whether it is her responsibility or Emilia. But 

she answered that it is Emillia duty to take care Dodo but she didn‟t care about that. 

She just watched over her little brother regardless from whomever duty to keep his 

brother. 

Alessandra is a clever girl. She has a medical knowledge; she knows how to help 

people who choke. 

What ill luck” wailed Emilia, “to die without the chance to make his peace 

with god!”  

“it would have taken this one a month to confess all his sins” said Nicco, 

nudging the friar‟s body with the toe of his boot.” He‟s as dead as a pike , 

God save me!”  

Alessandra knelt down and traced a cross near the top of Fra Giuseppe‟s 

belly. Between his ribs.” Just here! Stomp on him, hard and sharp, but not 

hard enough to break his bone(Quick 2010, 11) 

The text above shows that she could help Nicco‟s teacher who choked by a piece 

of meat, everybody scared and assumed that teacher has died, but Alessandra knew 

that teacher has not died. Everyone who saw that tragedy was impressed by her 

ability, because they thought the teacher has died and she has saved his life, she gets 

knowledge from the book and she prefers to read book about nature and medic.  
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Another event that shown she has medical knowledge is when she helped people 

who got stung. It‟s shown when Nicco got stung by bee. She knows how to cure it. 

They fell into the basket with the sound of hail. “Ouch!”  

“Did you get stung?” said Pierina.  

“It‟s nothing.”  

“Come down,” said Alessandra. “Let‟s put some mud on it.”  

“I‟ll get some of these lower ones,” Pierina urged.  

“Do come down!”  

Nicco gave in to his sisters‟ tender ministrations and  

jumped to the ground. “Can you see the stinger?”  

Pierina, who liked to think her brother loved her  

best, grabbed Nicco‟s injured hand. “Move over, Zan  

—you‟re blocking the light!”  

“wasps don‟t drop their stinger—just their poison”. Pushing Pierinna aside, 

Alessandra brought Nicco‟s hand up to her mouth, sucked on the swelling 

there, and then spat” let‟s put some mud, on it now”  

Pierinna said:” we should get you a pair of red gloves, Alessandra- and then 

you could go about the parish, selling cures” (Quick 2010, 50) 

The quotations above show us how clever Alessandra is. When Nicco got stung 

by bees she knew that bees never leave their stinger, but pierina asked Nicco about 

bee‟s stinger. In this case Alessandra has more knowledge than her sister. She applied 

her knowledge to cure her brother. She sucks the poison and smeared the mud to 

neutralize the poison. Her sister were impress by her ability, even she teased 

Alessandra to sell the Medicine.  

Her father also knows that she is clever, but he doesn‟t support her ambition. The 

researcher can see about her father thought. 

I”I want to study as Aristoteles says men should study.”  

“men Alessandra , not girls”  

“Carlo thought how proud his daughter was- how proud and pretty, and he 

had to admitted, correct in her opinion. She had all capacity required to 
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pursue any of seven liberal arts: grammar , logic, rhetoric, arithmetic, 

geometry, music, or even astronomy, Nicco, for his lovable manly bluster, 

was as a lowly apprentice, not even worthy of holding a candle to his sister‟s 

intellectual pursuits. She was a natural scholar and an original thinker.” 

(Quick2010,64) 

Alessandra‟s father admitted her intelligence, she has the capability more than 

her brother Nicco. He admitted it even though Alessandra is a woman she has the 

ability more than a men. He thought when Alessandra asked him to learn anatomy in 

Bologna. But he refused it because she is a woman, even though he admitted that 

Alessandra is really clever.   

She is a determine woman. It can be seen when she decided to go to Bologna. 

She declares her thought about going to Bologna and learning anatomy in Bologna, 

even though her environment and her father prohibit her to get high education to learn 

in Bologna, she still decided go to school to reach her dream. 

I want to study as Aristotle says men should study as Aristotle says men 

should study  

Men Alessandra not girl!  

“It‟s true the old stagtire has nothing kind to say about intellectual capacity 

of females. But I am living proof that he was biased in his view.”  

“How you vex me, Alessandra! What you‟re asking is unreasonable! No 

girl of Persiceto has ever gone off to study in Bologna. And females are not 

permitted to compete for advanced degrees. You would heap shame upon 

our heads—and even Pierina‟s chances of marrying well would be 

compromised.”  

“It is not fair!”  

“It is the way of this world, daughter.” (Quick 2010, 67) 

The text above tells about Alessandra who couldn‟t deal with her father, who 

didn‟t allow her to go to Bologna. She insisted her father that she could go to 
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Bologna. She didn‟t care about people says. She feels that it‟s not fair because she is 

a woman it means she couldn‟t study in Bologna, her father angry with her. She has 

her own decision to decide what she want to do, she finally decide to go to Bologna, 

although she must learn secretly by disguises as men. 

The intelligence and knowledge that Alessandra got beside from reading book is 

also because she is a curious person. She want to know how to make book and the 

painting from Gezzo. 

She walked up quietly behind Old Fabio to watch him as he hunkered over 

the vellum folio, applying gold leaf to an illumination of the Adoration of 

the Magi.  

Alessandra touched the tiny brush to the escaped piece of pounded gold, as 

delicate as an insect‟s wing. She cupped her other hand around it and held 

her breath as she dropped it onto the blood red silk of the tiny cushion. 

“There it is.” (Quick 2010, 36-37) 

From the text above the researcher can see how curious Alessandra, besides 

interested in anatomy she is also interested in painting. It tells about Alessandra who 

involved in her father‟s printing house, it‟s shown when she observed her father‟s 

staff Fabio. She tries to paint as Fabio did.  

Her curiosity also can be seen through her thought who wonder about woman 

and man as creation of God. 

Why would god have given her a keen and questioning mind if he didn‟t 

intend her to use it? why would the world and all of nature be laid out like a 

book, waiting to be read and understood, if the creator had not desire her to 

discover its secrets and draw wisdom from them?”  

Woman created last of all, after all the animals and after Adam himself. 

Why would God have done it thus if He intended woman as a lesser 
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creature? Would he not then have made her just after the animals and 

before Adam? (Quick 2010, 121) 

The text above tells about Alessandra mind. In her mind, she thought about 

women and men that have given the ability by god, but just women who couldn‟t use 

their ability. She wondered why god create woman as the creature who lower than 

men. Her curiosity showing that she is different from the girl in her time, where 

women accept about the rule in society that curbs women, she is aware and thought 

why the rule in society discriminate women. She aware that position of women in her 

time is not equal as men. 

Alessandra is also an independent woman. Even though she has Emilia as her 

guard, but she never relies on her. She want to be independent and doing everything 

by herself. 

“These clothes are my protection. Sandro, my alter ego, is my protection. 

I‟m in need of no one else.” Alessandra looked at both of them. “Not even 

you, Emilia! Go home to Persiceto. I‟m sure you‟ll be most welcome there. 

(Quick 2010, 132)” 

Alessandra states that she didn‟t need Emilia as her guard to keep her always, she 

ordered Emilia to go home with Nicco. She said that she could do everything by 

herself. And she didn‟t want to worry about her. Even though Emillia is her guard 

that order by her father, but she didn‟t want to make Emillia feel burden with it. She 

assured her that she could protect herself.  

Alessandra also earns her own money when she works as Mondino‟s assistant. 

She can support her life in Bologna. 
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“Alessandra Giliani became Mondino‟sprosector, before she was even 

properly admitted in to the medical school—and just in time to earn her 

room and board.”(Quick 2010, 196) 

The text above tells about Alessandra who can stand independently in Bologna. 

She earned her own money by being assistant lecturer, even though she has not 

became a medical student. Her intelligence and surgery skill were quite impressive to 

make Mondino interested in Alessandra, thus that make Mondino chose her as his 

assistant. In this case Alessandra became an independent woman, she didn‟t depend 

on her parents to support her own life. She used her skill to earn her money.  

Alessandra is also a hard working woman, she learns really hard while attending 

to university, even she also approaches her lecturer after study. 

“When she knew a subject well she would approach the professor 

afterwards and arrange to be examined. In this way , all within the space of 

her first nine mothns in Bologna. She passes her first year examination, 

then the second years followed by the third.” (Quick2010,120) 

From the text above the researcher can see how hard she works, she always 

approaches her professor to graduate quickly.  

She also learns every night and kept the book close by her bed, it can be seen 

when she tries to understand the content of the book every night, because she can‟t 

understand the book. So she tries to learn it. 

“Alessandra kept the book close by her bed, where she looked at it every 

night trying to parse out what the pictures meant even though she couldn‟t 

make any sense of the world” (Quick 2010, 187) 
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The text above tells how hard Alessandra study, she tried her best to learn and 

understand, even though the book was not easy to understand. She tried to understand 

by learned it every night. 

From character analysis above, it can be concluded that Alessandra‟s 

characteristics such as clever, curious, optimist, brave, determine and independent 

helps her to fight patriarchy. As clever and curious woman she never gives up on her 

dream to learn anatomy, her curiosity brings her to consciousness about 

discrimination toward women in her society. Meanwhile, as brave and determine 

woman, she breaks the rule in society that forbids women to get higher education. 

2. The Resistance of Alessandra Giliani to Patriarchal Ideology  
 

The feminist fought for women‟s inequality between men and women, to have 

equal right position as men have. In this part the researcher analyze Alessandra, as the 

main character of the novel. Researcher discuss the main character as a feminist. 

From the characters analysis researcher found that her character as curious, brave, 

clever, determine and hard working. Her characteristics bring her to do some 

tendencies to fight against women‟s unequal situation in patriarchal environment. 

Although in refusing it is not easy because there are many obstacles that main 

character faced in the novel, but finally the main character has broken the rules that 

have been made by showing her ability in many aspect.  

The researcher found some data about resistances of the main character in the 

novel A Golden Web: 
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a) Resistance to Gender Inequality between Man and Woman 

Hook (2001) stated that before women fight patriarchy they should raise their 

consciousness, they should aware that they are victimized and being discriminated. 

From the character analysis researcher found that Alessandra as curious person, this 

curiosity make her aware about women‟s condition in society that being subordinate. 

She thought about women and men as God creations but they have different level. 

She knew that women also have the capability, but the society never allow women get 

chance to use their ability. 

Why would god have given her a keen and questioning mind if he didn‟t 

intend her to use it? why would the world and all of nature be laid out like a 

book, waiting to be read and understood, if the creator had not desire her to 

discover its secrets and draw wisdom from them?”  

Woman created last of all, after all the animals and after Adam himself. 

Why would God have done it thus if He intended woman as a lesser 

creature? Would he not then have made her just after the animals and 

before Adam? (Quick 2010, 121) 

 

The quotation above shows about Alessandra‟s consciousness. The 

discrimination that happened to women makes her curious about position of women. 

In this novel, women as the lower class than men. Meanwhile, her thought describes 

that she is curious about God who created women lower than men. This curiosity can 

indicate her awareness about gender inequality. She knows that women don‟t have 

the equal chance as men have. Her thought is also the reflection of feminism idea 

which states that feminist refuse the notion about inequality between man and 

woman, they are insisted that the inequalities must be questioned. 
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Women who lives in patriarchal society can‟t get the equal right in field such 

education and career. The perspective at that time states that women just needs to stay 

at home, and doing their housework. This perception is influenced by theology and 

Philosophy that degrades women by their biological determinism. Meanwhile, 

Feminism rejects the traditional notion that degrades women. Feminism assumes that 

women and men have the equal logic and capability, Jhon Stuart Mill (2016:108) 

stated his rejection about assumption which states that women are naturally inferior, 

less rational, and lack of capability. Feminism also states that women should be 

educated to expand their potential capacity. 

b) Resistance to Education Priorities for Men 

In this case, Alessandra blaming Aristotle treatise, because women cannot get the 

equal chance as well as men in education due to Aristotle‟s treatise that degrades 

women‟s capacity, Aristotle states that men ought to receive education because they 

are rational, strong and active; meanwhile women should not receive education, 

because he thinks that women are lack of capacity. Therefore, in patriarchal culture 

son is the priority to get education, while women doesn‟t have right to get education. 

Alessandra states that women also have the capacity, and she have right to get the 

chance in education. She clearly states that Aristotle is wrong, and she is the proof 

that his treatise is wrong. 

“I want to study as Aristotle says men should study.”  

“Men, Alessandra, not girls.”  

“It‟s true the old Stagirite has nothing kind to say about the intellectual 

capacity of females. But I am living proof that he was biased in his view!”  
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“How you vex me, Alessandra! What you‟re asking is unreasonable! No 

girl of Persiceto has ever gone off to study in Bologna. And females are not 

permitted to compete for advanced degrees. You would heap shame upon 

our heads—and even Pierina‟s chances of marrying well would be 

compromised.”  

“It is not fair!”  

“It is the way of this world, daughter.” (Quick 2010,64) 

Feminism aware that education is important to expand their potentiality. It proves 

through Alessandra when she decides to pursue her dreams to study in university. She 

wants to expand her potentiality in anatomy. Therefore, she studies hard to pursue her 

dreams to become anatomist. 

“Alessandra kept the book close by her bed, where she looked at it every 

night trying to parse out what the pictures meant even though she couldn‟t 

make any sense of the world” (Quick 2010, 187) 

 

Moreover, feminist states through education women can expand their ability, 

show their skill and get job as their wish. It is shown when Alessandra study in 

university. She can prove that she has the skill and ability in anatomist. It‟s shown 

when Mondino chose her as his assistant. 

“He chooses assistants from among the best students in the medical school. 

I know you‟ve heard of him”  

“You!” said Mondino. He was pointing at Alessandra.  

“Me?” she mouthed silently.  

“Yes, you—I‟ve seen your skill with a knife. Step up—be swift! The body is 

decaying rapidly.”And so Alessandra Giliani became Mondino‟sprosector,  

( Quick, 2010, 152) 

The text above tells that Alessandra is the best student among another student. 

Mondino choose her, because he knows her skill. He chose Alessandra rather than 

another student. She proves that women also have capability more than men. The idea 
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of feminism states that women have the capability as well as men. Mondino also pay 

her as his assistant, thus she becomes independent by earning her own money.  

Furthermore, she proves her ability to the world. She shows that she invents 

blood circulatory system. 

“Rumor traveled fast, as it does in the student quarter: an unusually  

large and distinguished crowd had assembled. Word passed from man to 

man, each vying for the distinction of being the first to spread the news that 

a startling discovery was going to be announced—not by Mondino himself, 

but rather by his famous young assistant, Sandro. Many more people 

gathered that day at the river than usually attended the lectures. There was 

to be a show, people said: a magic show of some kind.”  

(Quick,2010,196-197) 

The text above tells that Alessandra has been famous to the entire University of 

Bologna, people gather to see the invention that she made. It shows that women also 

have the same capability.  

c) Resistance to Arranged Marriage in Young Age 

She is also a courage woman. It can be seen when she refuses to marry with men 

that her parents chose to her. 

She spoke in a whisper. “Have I already been promised to  

someone?” Carlo, in his turn, was silent.  

“It‟s true, then!” Alessandra‟s voice broke when she spoke again.  

“Could it not be deferred, Papa?”  

Carlo shook his head. “The papers have already been drafted.”  

 “Burn them—I beg you!”(Quick 2010, 122) 

The text above tells that Alessandra that refuse arrange marriage. She braves to 

breaks the rule in society. In her society usually women marry in young age and it‟s 

such an obligation. Thus they cannot get education, due to the society regarded that 
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women should serve their household. She asked her father to burn the agreement 

documents to refused arrange marriage. She preferred to reach her dreams in learning 

anatomy rather than marry in young age. 

d) Resistance to Aristotele‟s Statement 

Feminism states that women and men has some capacity intellectuality, she reject 

all of the statement that degrade women‟s intellectual and capacity. It‟s reflected in 

Alessandra‟s statement bellow 

“She spoke so faintly, only Otto could hear her. “Aristotle…,” she said, then 

closed her eyes.  

She pressed his hand and looked at him, and moistened her lips. “Although 

I revere him, Aristotle was wrong about many things.”  

Alessandra, with surprising strength, pulled him closer. “He was wrong 

about the capacity of women.” He smiled at her, trying very hard not to cry. 

“Spectacularly so!” “He said…” She paused, her lips parted, gathering 

strength. “He said, „The courage of a man is shown in commanding, of a 

woman in obeying.‟ By that measure, Otto, I am a coward.”(Quick, 2010, 

199) 

 

From the statement above Alessandra shows her disagreement about Aristotle‟s 

statement. She blames that Aristotle is wrong about women‟s capacity. She denies the 

notion of Aristotle that states “the courage of women is showing by obeying men, the 

courage of men is showing by ordering”. She said that if she obeys the rule from that 

perspective, so she is a coward. Men always dominate and have power over women, 

men superior and women inferior. In order to proves that the ideas is wrong, she 

against that idea and proves that woman is also has the same level and capacity as 

men. By disobeying the rule in society that state women is the lower creature and 

lower level than men. It‟s showing her strong disagreement of patriarchal society.  
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B. Discussion 

Based on the finding above, the researcher found some data about describe the 

main character and the resistances of the main character to patriarchal ideology in A 

Golden Web novel: 

1. The Characteristics of Alessandra Giliani as The Main Character 

Alessandra lives with her father and stepmother in Persiceto. His biological 

mother died while giving birth to his youngest sister. Alessandra has an older sister, 

Nicco, and two younger siblings, Pierina and Dodo. Since birth she has been 

considered different because of his intelligence. None of his siblings can match his 

intelligence. He read a lot of books, he watched spiders make their webs, he was 

accustomed to paying attention to many things in his environment. Entering the age 

of 14
th

 years, his stepmother locked him in the house, he could not even meet with 

Nicco, Pierina and Dodo. Like other teenage girls at that time, when entering the age 

of 14
th

 years, a girl will begin to be looked at by young men who are looking for a 

wife, or arranged marriage by their respective parents. No exception for Alessandra, 

her stepmother intends to set her up with the young man of her choice. Alessandra 

feels that her life is over. If she is compliant to get married, it means she will forever 

stay at home as a wife, serve her husband, and throw away all his curiosity about 

living things, nature and science.  

One day, he revealed his plan to his father. Alessandra wants to enter medical 

school. Since the death of his mother, Alessandra continued to think, if someone is 

able to master a science called Anatomy, maybe his mother can be saved. He was 
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interested when he discovered a professor of Anatomy at Bologna University named 

Mondino de 'Liuzzi. But when he expressed his ideals to his father, the 

disappointment he got, because it turns out his father also considers his plans to be 

unreasonable and impossible for a girl. This is where an escape plan appeared in his 

mind. He had no other choice to move on with his life. Of course the road to be taken 

is not easy especially considering the thoughts of the people at that time did not side 

with the plan. 

Alessandra is a beautiful girl, her beauty resembles her mother especially for the 

eyes. She is also dress up herself beautiful and always use gown, but her behavior is 

not graceful like a common girl, she like to wander of the forest and learn how to ride 

the horse. Alessandra is a caring person, she always care to her brother and her sister, 

she also responsible person, she is clever, especially in a medical. Her father also 

knows that she is clever but he doesn‟t support her ambition, but Alessandra still 

want to study about medical even environment and her father prohibit her to get high 

education to learn in Bologna, but she still decided go to school to reach her dream. 

The reflection of feminist can be seen through what she has done to go against 

the perception of patriarchy, in proving the capability of woman and rejects the 

notion that has degraded woman. Alessandra fights and struggles proving that woman 

also have capability equal as men in patriarchal society. Her struggle implies that 

woman also has the right and chances to expand their intellectual capacity.  
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2. The Resistance of The Main Character to Patriarchal Ideology 

Alessandra characteristic bring her to do some tendencies to fight against 

women‟s inequality situation in patriarchal environment. There are four resistances 

that researcher found in the novel. First, resistance to gender inequality between man 

and woman, this curiousty make her aware about women‟s condition in society that 

being subordinate, she knew that women also have the capability, but the society 

never allow women get chance to use their ability. Second, resistance to education 

priorities for men, in this case in patriarchal culture son is the priority to get 

education, while women doesn‟t have right to get education, and she want to prove 

that women have ability just like a men, it proves through Alessandra when she 

decides to pursue her dreams to study in university and improve her potentially in 

anatomy. Third, resistance to arrange marriage in young age, Alessandra refuse to 

marry with man that her parent chose to her society usually women marry in young 

age and it such as obligation but Alessandra is different from the other girl in her 

society, she refuse to marry young and asked her father to burn the agreement 

documents to refused arrange marriage in young age. Fourth, Alessandra blames that 

Aristotele is wrong about women‟s capacity. She denies the notion of Aristotele that 

states “the courage of women is showing by obeying men, the courage of men is 

showing by ordering. Alessandra said if she agree that statement, so she is a coward. 

Based on analysis above, it can be concluded that Alessandra as the main 

character reflects some feminism values through her resistance to patriarchal 

ideology. First, she rejects the statement that states women as inferior. Second, she 
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proves that women capability as equal as men. It can be seen from her invention of 

blood circulatory system. This novel wants to criticize the perspectives that degrade 

women‟s capacity through the main character in novel. 

Based on the previous finding  it can be seen that this research is different from 

the other previous findings. First, is Saranga (2014) analyze A Golden Web novel by 

using gender inequality theory by Armatya Sens. Second finding is by Fitriani (2017), 

her research focused to find the types of phrasal verb that use in the novella Golden 

Web, in this research the researcher analyze the characteristic and the resistance to 

patriarchal ideology by the main character using feminism theory by Bhasin and 

Khan. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusions 

A Golden Web is a novel that tells the story about young women scientist that 

lived in 14
th

 century, Barbara Quick as the author put some of feminism ideas to 

criticize misogyny through Alessandra as the main character. After analyzing the 

novel that focuses on the main character researcher found some conclusions. The 

main character in this novel portrayed as the feminist that fought the discrimination 

toward women at her time. Some forms discrimination is subordination where women 

viewed and placed as inferior in society, it creates the limitation for them to get 

education. Second is marginalization where women cannot chose their job freely they 

just can do the job at some kind of job such as noon and house wife. 

In character analysis researcher found some Alessandra‟s characteristic such as 

curious, clever, determine and optimist, her characteristic help her to fight the 

discriminate situation. There are some feminism values that researcher found in this 

novel. First is the rejection of statement that degraded women‟s capacity. Feminist 

rejects the statement that states women capacity is naturally inferior, it‟s reflected 

through Alessandra, she clearly rejects Aristotle treatise that degrades women 

capacity. Second is expanding women potentiality through education, Feminist aware 

that education is important to expand their potentiality. Feminist also states that 

women also have same chances to get education. It‟s reflected through Alessandra, 

she struggle to get education to achieve and expand her potentiality, she decides to 
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pursue her dreams to study anatomy in university. She studies hard while working to 

earn her own money.  

Finally she can prove that she also has the capacity as well as men. Alessandra 

chosen by Mondino as his assistant for anatomy and she also proves her ability 

through her invention of the blood circulatory system. 

Through the explanation above it can be concluded that Alessandra reflected the 

feminism idea that states women also have equal capacity as well as men. She also 

reflected the idea that women should expand their potentiality through education. 

B. Suggestions 

Researcher suggest to reading the summary and the differences between the 

feminist ideas, and then related it with the novel. Reading the novel many times is 

important things to understand the novel and to know what issue that can be analyzed 

in novel. This research has not been completely analyzed every aspect or issue in 

novel. Thus, for people who want to analyze another issue of this novel, researcher 

suggests to analyze the main character uses the psychology perspective, since the 

main character really motivated to reach her dreams even though it is very risky to 

her. 
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